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In late 1762 the Senator and Ober-Hofmeister Nikita Ivanovich Panin re-
ceived some comments from the Empress Catherine II concerning his project 
to create an Imperial Council and reorganise the Senate. Panin sought to 
create unchangeable laws and institutions that could not be reversed or al-
tered by a subsequent monarch. The institutions were intended to stabilise 
the system of state administration and protect it from the series of coups that 
had disrupted the Russian throne in the course of the eighteenth century. The 
Empress commented extensively on Panin’s project, one remark directly con-
cerning the problem of how one could actually bring about changes to state 
order. Catherine was worried that “the inflexible administrative establish-
ment obstructs all turning towards the better, all change and correction.” She 
faced a dilemma: sooner or later, the administrative system would have to 
be improved; governing bodies and fundamental laws would also need to be 
changed, so they could not be “unalterable”. This remark prompted Nikita 
Panin to respond at length to the Empress’s comment, noting that

The establishment of the form and order of government is indisputably a 
part of state policy, as is religious faith. Hence frequent changes in both 
spheres are equally harmful to the state. Russia does not need to search 
abroad for such examples, its establishments and laws have been changed 
almost as often and with the same ease as decrees on inheritance, on the 
vodka tax, on customs duties and on even less important matters. To her 
distress, Russia has not only experienced an almost constant rocking of 
the throne of her sovereigns, but also its occupation by Poles, defrocked 
monks and absconders. Which is why, following the great insights of 
statecraft, Russia should wish that once a properly established system 
was created it would remain fixed and unchanged for a long time.2

Panin compared the state structure with religious dogma; no change could 
be without harm. The monarch should respect not only “fundamental laws”, 
but also “simple ancient customs, if they do not become generally harmful 
with the changing times” - only then would correction be needed. It turned 

5 “Changes Are Harmful to the 
State”
The Concept of Reform in 
Russian Political Thought, 
1700–17901
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out that the “reformer” Panin was trying to close off the path to “changes”. 
He sought to do so with an extreme measure, necessary to correct a general 
corruption that endangered the traditional foundations of society. The same 
attitude shaped his proposals aimed at restoring order and a monarchical 
power that had been shaken by a series of coups. Catherine II generally 
shared Panin’s perspective.

Russian historiography traditionally treats both the Empress and her 
closest adviser as exemplary eighteenth century reformers. But neither the 
Empress nor her councillor ever used this concept in its modern sense, in-
stead using the word réforme in their French texts to refer to the religious 
Reformation of the sixteenth century. Was the concept of reform in its mod-
ern political sense familiar to these eighteenth-century actors? Is it possible 
to employ a term introduced by historians during the second half of the 
nineteenth century to refer to the phenomena of previous eras? Are “re-
forms” a universal phenomenon for all historical periods? Can we call all 
past changes and improvements “reforms”?

Any historian seeking to understand the political history of the eighteenth 
century faces questions of this kind that call for the methods of conceptual 
history, especially the research associated with Begriffsgeschichte.3

Reform or Improvement?

The concepts of reforma (reform) and reformator (reformer), in today’s sense, 
only came into active use in Russian political writings and historiography in 
the second half of the nineteenth century – especially on the eve of, and dur-
ing, the “Great Reforms” of Tsar Alexander II of the 1860s and 1870s that were 
designed to modernise the administrative institutions and social practices of 
the Russian Empire. Greatly influenced by European liberal thought, histori-
ans during this period applied a progressive vocabulary to Russian historical 
development. In particular, the degree of commitment of rulers to a policy of 
innovation and reform became a symbol of progress, or if its absence, devia-
tion from such policy being seen as a slowing of social development.

All the same, the historians of the time rarely used the European word 
“reform” directly, more often using its Russian equivalent – preobrazovanie 
(transformation), which had entered the active vocabulary of Russian au-
thors in the second half of the eighteenth century. Sergey Solovyov, the 
greatest liberal historian of this era, does not use the words “reform” and “re-
former” – neither in his multivolume History of Russia (29 vols., 1851–1879), 
nor in his Public Readings on Peter the Great (1872).4 He always employs pre-
obrazovanie (transformation, transfiguration), preobrazovatel’ (transformer, 
changer), preobrazovatel’naya epoha (transformational epoch).

As early as 1849 the historian Timofey Granovsky did use the concept of 
reformator (reformer) in his course of lectures relating to the key figures of 
the European Reformation of the sixteenth century, and in 1869 the jour-
nalist Nikolay Danilevsky called Peter the Great the velikiy reformator (the 
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great reformer) in his book Russia and Europe.5 And a later generation of 
historians, including Vasiliy Klyuchevsky and Pavel Milyukov, actively 
used the term “reform” from the 1890s, along with its synonym “transfor-
mation”.6 Since the beginning of the twentieth century “reform” has slowly 
replaced the former-use of “transformation” in works of Russian history.

In Soviet historiography the idea of reform was used for even earlier eras, 
as far back as the legendary Princess Olga who had, according to Soviet 
historians, introduced the first administrative reforms in the middle of the 
tenth century. The same perspective was used of other late medieval and 
early modern princes, Ivan the Terrible (1533–1584) being seen as the great-
est “reformer”.7 In the 1990s and the early 2000s the paradigm of reformism 
as a means of writing historical narratives became especially common – 
most probably as a response to the reforms of the 1980s and 1990s in Russia. 
In this historiography the entire history of the Russian state appears as an 
infinite sequence of reforms and counter-reforms.8

“Reform” has become a convenient tool for Russian historians, used to 
describe practically any innovation of the past: from publishing new laws to 
introducing new administrative positions – from the tenth to the twenty-first 
century. Such indiscriminate use has tended to empty the term of any specifi-
cally “progressive” signification. The concept is still actively used to describe 
the activities of historical agents in quite different periods, often leading to 
an anachronistic interpretation of events. Efforts at critical revision date only 
from the 2010s, associated with a turn to the methods of Begriffsgeschichte.9 
This implies a turn to the importance of understanding the meaning of “im-
provements” and “corrections” when used by actors in the past who are now 
called reformers.

The loan-word “reform” is almost never encountered in eighteenth-century 
Russian, but there are several important synonyms in the language that act as 
equivalents when translating this concept from European languages. Indeed, 
the active vocabulary of an educated eighteenth-century Russian rarely in-
cluded the words “reform” (as well as “Reformation”) and “reformer” – these 
foreign words were not actually transcribed, and were absent from Russian 
dictionaries. The first and second editions of the Russian Academy Diction-
ary (1794 and 1822) did not include the words. By the end of the eighteenth 
century transcriptions of these words began to penetrate everyday language 
as a synonym for “improvement”. During his interrogation in June 1792, the 
freemason and publisher Nikolay Novikov stated that he knew that “in Ger-
man lands there was reform (reforma) of Masonic rules”.10

The meaning of what later became known as “reform” and “reformation” 
was usually conveyed in Russian by ispravlenie (correction, improvement), 
less often by ponovlenie (renewal) or peremena (change); only in the last third 
of the eighteenth century did the term preobrazovanie (transformation) ap-
pears. The term ispravliat’ (to correct, to improve) was used to translate the 
verb “to reform”, then later peredelyvat’ (to remake), peremeniat’ (to change) 
and, finally, preobrazovat’ (to transform). In the translation of the fourth 
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edition of the Dictionnaire de l’Académie française (1762), published in Rus-
sian in 1786, the article “Réforme” is rendered as follows:

Réforme. s. f. Restoration of order, correction. La réforme des abus, elim-
ination, reduction of abuses. La Réforme, ou Prétendue Réforme, refor-
mation, that is, a change in church statutes.

Réformer, v. act. To restore (vostanovit’) the ancient, better order, to 
correct (ispravliat’), to transform (preobrazovat’). Réformer la Justice, to 
correct justice. Réformer le Calendrier, to correct the calendar. Réformer 
ses moeurs, to improve morals, Réformer un écrit, to correct a writing.11

At the same time what is now known as the Reformation was called Reform, 
the word Reformation having a similar, but broader, meaning than reform:

Réformation. s.f. Restoration of ancient or better order, correction, 
transformation, renewal, establishment of a better order. La réformation 
des moeurs, the correction of morals. La réformation de la Justice, estab-
lishing the better order in legal practices.

La réformation des abus, des désordres, removing abuses and disorder. 
La réformation des monnoies, recoinage.12

At the same time, a reformer is someone who promotes both reform and 
reformation:

Réformateur, s.m. Transformer, corrector, reformer, renewer. Réforma-
teur, ou prétendus Réformateurs, Reformists, or Protestants.13

Being close to these terms, the Russian noun preobrazovanie (transformation) 
appears rather late, only in the 1770s. In particular, in Aleksandr Radishchev’s 
Russian 1773 translation of Abbot Mably’s Observations sur les Grecs (1749) he 
equally uses preobrazovat’ (to transform) and ispravit’ (to correct) to translate 
the verb “réformer”, just as he uses preobrazovanie (transformation) and ponov-
lenie (renewal) to translate réforme. But Mably, as well as Radishchev, uses 
both terms to describe, above all, changes in laws and morals, like “correcting 
old vices”.14 But such reforms cannot correct the foundations of government.

Accordingly, peremena in its older meaning is seen as change, change of 
order, change on the throne; and this notion barely affects change in the 
basis of government and manners of people, unlike reforms that can lead to 
deeper changes:

The Asians, who were cowed by the autocracy, had to obediently wear 
chains…….the patient and obedient Persians never thought of rebelling 
while being oppressed: did they care about the fate of their master? The 
revolution (peremena) that put Darius’s crown on the head of Alexander 
was no change for the state – it retained its position.15
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At the same time, “change” could also act as a synonym for reform. In this 
sense, the concepts of “reform” and “revolution” under the Ancien Régime 
turned out not only to be close to each other, but also related in several 
meanings. In Mably’s Entretiens de Phocion (1763; Russian translation 1772) 
one can read the following statement, as translated by Peter Kurbatov:

And when society has different needs according to time and location; 
when new circumstances and change (peremena) often render the peo-
ple very different, therefore should not the main focus of politics be to 
vary its principles and course?16

Note that here the word “change” (peremena) is used to translate the French 
“révolution”, at this point signifying “the cycle of change”, conveying Mably’s 
sense that political changes are necessary in an evolving and varying society.

Alongside the term “transformation”, the noun preobrazitel’ (transformer) 
appears in the Russian language during the second half of the eighteenth 
century, being primarily used as a calque to convey the French word ré-
formateur. Hence if in the middle of the eighteenth century réformateur des 
moeurs was translated into Russian as “corrector of morals” (ispravitel ‘nra-
vov), by the time of the second edition of the Academic Dictionary (1822) 
this widely used expression becomes “transformer of morals” (preobrazitel’ 
nravov); it also being explained that preobrazitel’ refers to the person “who 
transformed and changed something into another image, form”.17 Ivan Go-
likov, who collected material on Peter I for many years, published in 1788 his 
multivolume work under the title The Great Deeds of Peter the Great, The 
Wise Transformer (preobrazitel’) of Russia.18 The term preobrazitel’ used in 
the title was however still so rarely used in the Russian language that Go-
likov rarely uses it; by the beginning of the nineteenth century, however, it 
was increasingly in use.

Seeking equivalents of réforme and réformateur, Russian translators used 
complex constructions that suggested to the reader the meaning of these ex-
pressions. Alletz’s 1769 historical dictionary of monarchs refers to Peter the 
Great: “Le Czar délivré des inquiétudes de la guerre, se livra tout entier à la 
réforme de son Empire pendant les années suivantes”. This was translated 
as follows: “Freed of the concerns of war, Peter’s sole concern remained 
caring for common good (nazidanie ob obcshem blage) in his Empire”.19 The 
translator does not directly translate the word “réforme”, but gives a seman-
tic translation – “caring for common good”, while following the meaning 
quite accurately – the “reform” enacted in this period was aimed at achiev-
ing obshcheye blago (the public good). This is how Catherine II understood 
her activities, this is what “reformers” or “enlightened despots” had in view 
as the purpose of “correction”/“reforms”/“improvement” in Europe and 
Russia during this era.

At this time, the Russian word ispravlenie (improvement) was also used 
to translate the concept “police”. In the case of “police” there was the same 
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orientation, because the goal of “good police” (blagochinie) was to correct 
manners and morals, to establish good order, to improve and maintain or-
der in the city. This understanding of ispravlenie directly relates to the ideas 
of German cameralists, primarily the treatises by Johann Heinrich Gottlob 
Justi (Die Grundfeste zu der Macht und Glückseeligkeit der Staaten, 1760–
1761) and Joseph von Sonnenfels (Grundsätze der Polizey-, Handlungs- und 
Finanzwissenschaft, 3rd ed., 1777), which were also translated into Russian 
at this time.20

Thus the words “reform”, “reformation” and “reformer”, phonetically tran-
scribed from European languages, were practically absent from the vocabu-
lary of eighteenth-century Russian. To translate these terms and to lend them 
meaning, the words ispravlenie (correction or improvement), ispravitel’ (correc-
tor or improver) and the corresponding verb ispravlyat’ (to correct, to improve) 
were primarily used. The nouns ponovlenie (renewal), peremena (change), preo-
brazovanie (transformation) and derived verbs were used much less frequently. 
Semantically these terms remained practically unchanged throughout the cen-
tury. They designated the meanings linked with the concept ispravnyi (proper, 
correct, serviceable). Ispravnyi means meeting any requirement, error-free, 
true, accurate, correct. Neispravnyi is something that has lost this status and 
should be corrected. Hence ispravlenie (correction, improvement) is an action 
aimed at restoring, returning to a good state.

Most often during this era, when speaking of correction concerning peo-
ple, it was the correction of morality, the spiritual correction of the personal-
ity and the improvement of social morals and manners that was meant. This 
concept of correction was gradually transferred to the political sphere. Dur-
ing the time of Peter the Great “correction” or “improvement” was used to 
denote the tsar’s actions, those actions that would be later called “reforms”. 
Feofan Prokopovich, listing Peter’s deeds for the benefit of Russia, claimed:

He was the true Head of his Country, not by Sovereignty only, but by 
his Deeds: for as the Head diffuses those enlivening Juices of the Brain, 
and as they are call’d, the vital Spirits, through all the Members, Limbs, 
and the whole Compages of the Body, so this most excellent and best of 
Princes labour’d to transfuse through all the Orders of his Kingdom, the 
Knowledge lie had acquir’d by his own Industry and Study. And did he 
not indeed make vast Improvements (ispravleniami) by his Labours?21

This medical and at the same time mystical metaphor of the body politic22 
connected the sovereign and his subjects for the improvement of the earthly 
kingdom. But did the Russian tsar and his contemporaries attribute to his 
“reforms” the meaning assumed by nineteenth-century historians? Did he 
and his contemporaries see these “reforms” as purely secular, forward-look-
ing, innovative actions, a clear plan for changes in governance, introducing 
new institutions and a system of relationships that would improve the life of 
the whole society?
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Renovatio and Improvements, 1700–1740

In eighteenth-century Russia there were two main political ideas involv-
ing reform as social “correction”: religious-mystical and instrumental. The 
first of these concepts became the Christian theory of royal power and bore 
the imprint of a political theology created in ancient Rome. It was em-
bodied in the emperor’s imitation of Christ (Christomimetes); the second 
was associated with an even more ancient cosmological and eschatological 
tradition of “renovation” (renovatio), seen as a return to the correct sources 
for existence.23

The idea that prevailed in most traditional cultures treats renewal as a 
return: everything negative is a product of modernity, only the past incar-
nates the correct order; all “disorders” and deterioration are the properties 
of modern times which destroy the rightful structure, consequent on the de-
terioration of the human morals. The mythological idea of a bygone “golden 
age” and the dominance in the present of a destructive “iron” age is part of 
an ancient European heritage. In this sense, only through returning to an 
older order could what had been lost be regained.

A common metaphor for any early modern political entity (state, repub-
lic, society) was a building, a house, a structure erected in the past and 
since undergoing the blows of a merciless time.24 A properly constructed 
new house withstands the challenges of fate for a long time, but wind and 
rain eventually destroy its walls, the foundation subsides, the roof rots, 
and eventually the house has to be restored or renovated: it needs to be 
reformed. Like a building, the state suffers from time and the collapse of 
morals, deteriorating under the blows of evils and temptations. The task of 
the ruler (or government) is to detect the beginning of such deterioration 
and protect the state from the blows of moral bad weather, periodically 
renovating or restoring the state – in this sense, renewal is always resto-
ration and people of the early modern era saw no contradiction between 
these concepts. At the same time, the architect (that is, the ruler) should 
not destroy the building and erect a new one, or rebuild it beyond rec-
ognition; his goal is only to renew it, thus, to reform. In particular, this 
metaphor is used by Cardinal Richelieu in his “Political Testament” for 
Louis XIII – even the visible shortcomings or disorders of the state build-
ing finally serve its stability, and therefore they must be protected when 
carrying out reforms:

Disorders that were established by political necessity and reason of 
state must be reformed over time. For this, the people’s minds should 
be gradually prepared, and not go from one extreme to another. An 
architect who perfectly masters his art and corrects the errors of an old 
building, and brings it into a suitable symmetry without destroying it, 
deserves greater praise than one who, having pulled everything down to 
the ground, erects a perfect and finished structure anew.25
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Richelieu’s “political testament” was well known in eighteenth-century Rus-
sia; the book was translated into Russian twice, in 1725 and 1766.26 Richelieu 
himself was considered by Peter the Great to be an exemplary statesman. As 
Voltaire reported during Peter’s visit to Paris in 1717, he visited the cardinal’s 
grave and exclaimed: “The Great man! I would give you one half of my land 
so you could teach me how to rule the other half”.27

As already noted, during the era of Peter the Great Russia lacked the 
equivalent of the modern political concept of “reform”. Peter did not ex-
plain the term ispravlenie (correction, improvement) in his legislation until 
the beginning of the 1720s. Mostly during this time the concept of ispravle-
nie was used by the church hierarchy to describe religious renewal, changes 
in Christian life, restoration of spiritual perfection, and finally, fulfilment 
of their duties. The okruzhnoe poslanie (circular letter) of Patriarch Adrian, 
frequently cited by church leaders, reflected this sense:

The priest should be a reverent teacher, not a blasphemer, not a swear-
ing talker, not a proud, angry and cold-hearted one, not a drunkard, not 
a murmur or a rebel, and not dare to be a sinner, but correct (ispravlyat’) 
all this in the spirit of meekness.28

“To correct” means a pastoral struggle with the sins and “spiritual ailments” 
of the flock, being a role model like the apostles had been, as Metropolitan 
Job writes to Stephen Yavorsky:

I am glad to hear about your spiritual reforms (ispravleniah) and care for 
the common good and salvation of the Church, in this you are like the 
new Paul, always following the evangelical path.29

At first glance, this moral understanding of correction has nothing to do 
with the idea of political “reform” in this era. Probably the first mention 
of ispravlenie (correction) as social reform is seen in Peter I’s manifesto of 
January 25, 1721 on the creation of a Spiritual Collegium (Synod) to govern 
the Russian church, which preceded the publication of Duhovnyi Reglament 
(Spiritual Regulations). Very often, it is seen by historians as a statement of 
the reformer’s political programme:

Amongst the many Cares which the Empire committed to Us by God, 
requires for the good Government of our Hereditary Kingdoms and 
Conquests, casting our Eye on the Spiritual Order, and observing in 
them great Irregularity, and a great Defect in their Proceedings; We 
should indeed be afflicted in Our Conscience, and have too just Cause 
to fear lest We appear to be guilty of Ingratitude to the most High, If, 
after by his gracious Assistance We have happily succeeded in a Reg-
ulation (v ispravlenii) both Military and Civil, We should neglect the 
Regulation of the Spiritual Order: And lest when the impartial Judge 
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shall require of Us an Account for the vast Trust he hath reposed in Us, 
We should not be able to give an Answer.

We should neglect the Regulation (ispravlenie) of the Spiritual Order.30

However, if we read this text carefully we will not find anything new in com-
parison with the traditional Christian comprehension of “reform”, seen as 
the duty of the Christian monarch, who acts as podobie (icon) and personifi-
cation of God on earth, striving to renew his subjects in preparation for the 
Kingdom of heaven. In the same manifesto Peter explicitly declares that he 
acts “after the Example (podobiem) of former religious Kings, recited in the 
Old and New Testaments, having taken upon Us the Care of the Regulation 
(ispravlenii) of the Clergy, and Spiritual Order”.31 In this sense, Peter’s con-
stant use in his laws and letters of the phrases “Our people” and “the people 
entrusted to Us” (by God) becomes understandable. It is always about the 
king’s dealing with his people, about his personally responsibility before the 
Lord for the maintenance and correction of the people entrusted to him. In 
Russia, the legacy of the Byzantine theory of the Christian “kingdom” (Ba-
sileia) was evident in the conception of Eusebius of Cæsarea that the ruler 
“who wants to be a true king must first of all reform himself as man”.32 Con-
temporaries viewed Peter as a self-created person. Being a semi-educated 
and unskilful prince, he had educated himself, become a carpenter (out-
ward likening to Jesus Christ the Saviour), a ship builder (likened to Noah, 
who saved mankind from the flood), the architect of the temple (hramina) 
and defender of justice (like Solomon).33

The myth of renovation (renovatio) was constantly used by panegyrists 
and Peter’s eighteenth-century biographers.34 However, this inevitably 
raised the question of the Christian monarch’s duty to the people entrusted 
to him for, in imitation of God, the earthly sovereign had to strive to correct 
his subjects. This concept of Christomimesis (imitation of Christ) had be-
come the basis of Russian Orthodox political theology and suggested a way 
of ispravlenie (improvement):

Just as the Saviour orders the supernatural Kingdom for His Father, so 
the emperor makes his subjects on earth fit for it; just as the one opens 
the doors of the Father’s Kingdom to those who leave this world, so the 
other after having purged this terrestrial kingdom of godless error calls 
all pious men into the mansions of the empire (εισω βασιλικών οϊκων).35

In many ways this political theology determined Peter’s actions. Focused on 
a secular comprehension of Peter’s activities, traditional historical writings 
supposed that Peter, like all Russian monarchs of the eighteenth century, 
was moving towards a secular state and used his reforming activities as a 
way to legitimise unlimited power aimed at the “common good”. Summa-
rising this trend, Cynthia Whittaker states:
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Although paternalistic, Peter had no use for the Muscovite patriar-
chal-votchina realm. He broke the identification of the person of the tsar 
with the state and insisted that the populace take two separate oaths, one 
to the ruler and one to the state…. By affirming the right pick his own 
successor, Peter disparaged the traditional dynastic or genetic basis of 
rule in the same way that he tried to disclaim edenic, theological associa-
tions. Among the populace, of course, these older views of a Saint-Prince 
or Orthodox Tsar persisted or, better said, coexisted. Thus, Peter’s justi-
fication for power, the telic criterion of the common good, only strength-
ened the autocracy by adding yet another source of legitimacy.36

Today almost all of these statements seem anachronistic. Since the 1980s 
historians have begun to revise this approach, noting that both Peter and 
his successors retained the religious concept of power and understanding 
of reform. Stefan Baehr argued that “during the secularisation of Russian 
culture in the last third of the seventeenth century and throughout the eight-
eenth century” it remains relevant “to portray the tsar and his Russia as a 
‘political icon’ of the heavenly world”. This indicated that “a medieval mod-
eling system during a period of modernisation and a church structure during 
a period of secularisation reflects the fact that Russia’s Byzantine and Or-
thodox heritage remained very much alive after Peter the Great.”37 Ernest 
Zitser comes to a similar conclusion, demonstrating that behind the “sacred 
parodies” of the All-Joking and All-Drunken Synod, organised by Peter I,

lay not a mission to secularise Muscovy, but rather a belief in the divine 
gift of grace (charisma) reputedly possessed by Peter Alekseevich, the 
man whom royal panegyrists hailed as Russia’s ‘God and Christ’, since 
its organisers, immersed in the religious culture of their time, simply 
did not have an alternative worldview and were unfamiliar with secular 
concepts of power.38 

Donald Ostrovsky also shows that the gap between the Muscovite past and 
Peter’s Russia is not entirely obvious, “Russia remained more traditional 
than modern even after Peter’s reign”; social and economic patterns, as well 
as political ones, persisted for a long time.39

It is significant that Cynthia Whittaker cites the case of Tsarevich 
Alexei as an example of Peter’s secular behaviour: “Peter even sacrificed 
his own son to the state since he could not be expected to continue his fa-
ther’s reforms”.40 Meanwhile, in the published case of Tsarevitch Alexei,41 
everything is permeated by the biblical justification of the father’s and mas-
ter’s behaviour towards the disobedient son and slave, likened to Absalom.42 
In his 1718 treatise the German political writer and historian Gottlieb Sam-
uel Treuer describes Peter’s transformations as acts aimed at glorifying the 
greatness of the state as the personal possession of an absolute monarch. 
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The opposition of the new and the old is considered from the perspective 
of what is useful and useless for this monarch’s patrimony; all that is asso-
ciated with superstition and past delusions, that has lost all utility and can 
lead to destruction of the sovereign’s power (gosudarstvo), must be rejected. 
Adherence to such antiquity is a delusion, and if the heir to the throne can-
not be convinced, it is necessary to choose another heir:

The father of this son bestowed on him constant love; he used thousands 
of ways to eradicate from his heart an attraction towards his people’s 
old habits, but since this was all in vain, he foresaw the future ruin of 
his empire.43

This logic is followed by Archbishop Feofan Prokopovich in his The Justice 
of the Monarch’s Right to Appoint the Heir to his Throne – an official com-
mentary on the law of Imperial succession (1722).44 Feofan describes the 
intentions of the tsar:

our Lawgiver and Sovereign, as a true Father of his Country, who, in 
his great zeal for the country, has thought little of his own great pains 
and efforts not only to preserve it, but also to expand it greatly; and 
to strengthen it with civil and military improvements (ispravlenii), and 
with the bastion of improvement (ispravlenii), namely, with most excel-
lent statutes and laws…45

Peter strengthens and expands his hereditary patrimony as a caring lord 
and ruler, correcting his lands, household and slaves, and borrowing useful 
things from foreign countries. An attraction towards the people’s old habits 
is not an adherence to the truth, but rather to ingrained delusions. The truth 
is also rooted in the past. It is not by chance that Feofan uses biblical and his-
torical evidence and examples from the past to justify the right of the mon-
arch to depose his unworthy heir and appoint a new one. The new norm of 
succession is justified not on account of its novelty, but due to the “invention 
of tradition”, rooting this norm in the past.46 At the same time, from Feofan’s 
viewpoint the norm itself is rational, its requirements are reasonable, but this 
is clearly not enough for him to justify “innovation”. It has to be shown that 
it is not an innovation, but has always been natural for “regular nations”.

This explanatory model can be transferred to all Peter’s “reforms”. The 
improvements that Peter implemented in Russia appear not to be a system 
of thoughtful reforms as in the understanding of the nineteenth century; in 
fact, Vasily Klyuchevsky pointed out long ago the absence of any reform plan 
associated with Peter the Great.47 These are genuine improvements aimed at 
solving specific problems, fixing a crumbling “temple”, or rebuilding it ac-
cording to old patterns borrowed from the European “regular nations” who 
had built something worthy of imitation in the past, thanks to their thinking 
and experience. This new temple was built by Peter according to old Eu-
ropean patterns. And this novelty is also rooted in the past. Peter was an 
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improver of his patrimonial estate (realm), in Antioch Kantemir’s words – “a 
tsar taking care of his household” (tsar domostroynyi),48 and an ambitious 
ruler who tried to expand and consolidate the position of his dynastic empire.

From the second half of the nineteenth century historians interpreted Pe-
ter and his successors as rational reformers, driven by the conception of re-
form advantageous to a modern impersonal state. But the very idea of such a 
state was formed no earlier than the time of the French Revolution. Claudio 
S. Ingerflom has argued that the Petrine vision of his power was remarkable 
both for its religious and patrimonial features and in its representation of 
power as inherently personal.49 Peter I was focused upon the Byzantine and 
Muscovite tradition of monarchical duty and the religious-mystical under-
standing of “reform”. It has been shown that there was not a single Western 
European early modern political treatise (Machiavelli, Grotius, Hobbes, 
Locke) in his otherwise comprehensive library;50 but there was a translation 
of the Byzantine “Mirror of Princes” – a book by Agapetus Diakonos, Hor-
tatory Chapters.51 Agapetus claimed that “if the king became like God, then 
his subjects would be re-formed in the image and likeness of their king”.52

Contemporaries and close descendants did not regard Peter as a reformer 
in the modern political sense. Comments that appeared immediately after 
his death, both in Russia and abroad, associated his activities with the de-
miurge, who does not restore the old but creates something new and un-
precedented. Peter is equal to God because he created a new Russia from 
nothing, as Chancellor Gavriil Golovkin said when in 1721 petitioning Peter 
to agree to the title of Emperor: Peter created his realm “from nothingness 
into being”.53 This is not reform, nor is it restoration: it is creation. In his 
1725 “Elegy for the Death of Peter the Great”, Vasily Trediakovsky puts the 
following description of Peter into the mouth of mournful Pallas:

… Peter was the keeper of wisdom,
A new creator (sotvoritel’) of his state.54

Independently following the same position, Bernard de Fontenelle declares 
in his Éloge du Czar Pierre I that there was noprevious correct form to re-
turn to, it just didn’t exist; for Peter it was necessary to build everything 
from nothing:

Then the great plan that he had designed was revealed in all its scope. 
Everything had to be done anew in Muscovy, there was nothing to im-
prove. This was the creation of a new nation, and it was necessary to act 
alone, without help, without tools.55

Therefore Peter’s deeds are rarely called reforms at this time;56 they repre-
sented a “general change” (le changement general), which meant that Russia 
was changed by Peter for the better, improved, as Friedrich Christian We-
ber writes in the preface to his book: «Rußland seit einigen zwanzig Jahren 
ganz verwandelt und verändert sey».57 In conformity with the terminology 
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of this epoch, Peter arranged “revolutions” (les revolutions) in his state – in 
the plural, since there were changes made in different areas.58 In his Éloge, 
Fontenelle uses the term “réforme” only once, linked with the corrections 
of the Orthodox Church and the religious life of subjects.59 In the preface 
to French translation of “Das Veränderte Russland”, the publisher used the 
verb “réformer” in the sense of to correct, to eliminate abuses, to improve.60

Therefore Ernest Zitser is right to state that “both ‘reform’ and ‘revolu-
tion’, in the sense in which they are conventionally used, are anachronisms 
that would have very little meaning for actors in late seventeenth- and early 
eighteenth-century Russia”; Peter’s activity can be understood only through 
language of his time; his “reforms”, aimed at improving his kingdom, were 
not substantially modern, but rather were caused by “his sense of divine 
election for his imperial vocation and his unswerving belief … that he was 
predestined for greatness”.61

Re-form, Manners and Laws, 1740–1790

Peter the Great is therefore seen as the creator of a new flourishing Russia, 
but his deeds remained unfulfilled; the “temple” (hramina), as Peter meta-
phorically called his renewed Russia, remained unfinished. To a greater or 
lesser extent his successors legitimated their powers and actions by appeal-
ing to his legacy, his great deeds for the renovation of Russia. This was es-
pecially true for the reign of two empresses – Elizabeth Petrovna (1741–1761) 
and Catherine II (1762–1796) – who both came to power through usurpa-
tion, on the bayonets of the palace guards; who overthrew the legitimate 
sovereigns to whom both empresses had previously sworn loyalty. The idea 
of restoration, a return to the true principles of Peter the Great, was used 
to justify these “revolutions”. During their reigns reforms began to be in-
terpreted as the restoration of political institutions and principles of state 
administration first established by Peter I.62 However, like any restoration, 
the actions of Elizabeth I and Catherine II was a work of innovation, since 
they and their entourage interpreted Peter’s thoughts in a manner beneficial 
for them. They attributed new meanings to old ideas.

The accession of Elizabeth Petrovna to the throne in November 1741 in-
volved the restoration of her father’s sacred cult. Thousands of copies of ser-
mons were printed at the behest of the Empress, numerous court preachers 
reminded Elizabeth’s subjects of Peter’s merits, and that his daughter had 
regained a throne unjustly taken from her.63 At the same time, Elizabeth 
presented herself not only as the heiress of Peter by “blood”, but also as the 
continuer of his great deeds. This is how Stephen Kalinovskiy sees the res-
urrected Peter in Elizabeth:

Elizabeth is not just a daughter of Peter, but a daughter filled with the 
spirit of her father, so when she ascended the All-Russian throne it is 
necessary to remember, listeners, that it was Peter who rose from the 
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dead, that it was Peter who ascended to his throne, it is necessary to 
think that it is Peter who commands, governs, conquers.64

This comparison directly refers us to a mimetic interpretation of the Ortho-
dox monarch, resurrected like Christ. Commenting in a sermon before the 
Empress on the phrase “Jesus has come to his city” (Matt. 9: 1), Evstaphiy 
Mogilyanskiy asked the question “what do we mean by this ‘city’?”. Having 
examined the positions of the church fathers, he came to the conclusion that 
“the souls of the faithful [to God] accept the city of God in themselves”, but 
Christ is its true incarnation, and Empress Elizabeth “invincible in faith 
and love for God” became like Christ himself, she appears as the “Hum-
ble Nazarene” in Russia, the embodiment of the City of heaven.65 Ioanniky 
Skabovsky equally sees a manifestation of God’s will in the actions of Peter 
and his daughter: “God, who worked in Peter, also works in Petrovna”.66

At the same time the ispravlenie (correction) is interpreted by Elizabethan 
preachers within the framework of court piety. This idea was fully expressed 
in the sermon of Bishop Markell Rodyshevskiy on March 28, 1742. Glori-
fying Elizabeth as the incarnation of Christ, as well “doing beneficence” 
(Luke 24: 114), the bishop addressed the audience, discovering, on the one 
hand, the duty of the monarch (“minister of God”) to demonstrate the im-
age of God on earth for his subjects, and the duty of subjects to follow the 
example of the monarch on the path of correction (ispravlenie):

And Christ suffered for us…, he left an image (obraz) for us, so let us 
follow his footsteps, as well as the ministers of God, chosen by God on 
earth and established by his will, not for their own sake do they keep 
and fulfil God’s commands… but more for the people, for the sake of 
the people, showing an encouraging example: so that they also do more 
of this and remain in the fear of God, and in any subjugation, and not 
in godless opposition.67

On the other hand, the monarch’s duty is to punish subjects who do not fol-
low the example set by his sovereign, who do not want to change their lives 
according to the precepts of Christ:

The master acts, but the slave does not want for anything, the master 
labours and the slave is in a state of bliss and self-will, the master strives, 
and the slave is lazy… Moreover, the Monarch carries a sword, accord-
ing to the great Apostle, and can take revenge on you fiercely, but is still 
waiting for your correction (ispravleniay) and repentance, you play with 
fire, you fight with the lion, beware – this meekness will turn into anger, 
and the judgment will be impartial.

Markell diligently lists many examples of Elizabeth’s Christian piety, her 
following all Christian sacraments and rituals. He views the Empress as the 
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veritable image of God – “your resurrector from the dead”, “an imitator of 
Christ” and “his glorious faithful and benevolent minister”. Thus, spiritual 
improvement (ispravlenie) is the most important act of the earthly monarch, 
and the deeds of the “pious new [Saint] Helen of Russia”, who intends to 
expel blasphemers and heretics, eradicate “heretical poison” and publish 
Orthodox books, are viewed by Markel as a true “reform”.68

However, Elizabeth reveals herself not only in moral correction, return-
ing to the institutions and laws of her father; she also restores the previous 
order by means of re-forme, returning to their previous form the old institu-
tions that had been undermined in previous reigns. Rejecting the changes of 
those who had ruled since her father, Elizabeth solemnly proclaimed in her 
decree on December 12, 1742:

We noticed that the order of internal state affairs completely differs 
from that under Our Father… giving rise to much neglect in internal 
government affairs of any level, and justice has already become very 
weak… And because of this, to end the disturbance to governance that 
has occurred up to the present, we order…, that the decrees and regu-
lations [of Peter I] be restored, and that all affairs shall be governed in 
strict accordance with them – in all governments of Our State.69

Further, she ordered the cancellation and withdrawal of all decrees made 
by previous monarchs that “are not similar to the current state of time and 
are harmful to the benefit of the state”, while the criterion of any benefit is 
compliance with the decrees of Peter I. For Elizabeth, the return to the con-
ditions of her father is essentially conservative and traditional – this means 
the restoration of a true order trampled by corrupted rulers – “villains” 
during the reign of Empress Anna Ioannovna (1730–1740). For Elizabeth, 
“reform” appears in its true eighteenth-century meaning. It is not an inno-
vation, but adherence to the old order, a return to the “proper” and rejection 
of the “faulty”.

However, in the 1750s, new trends in understanding of the term isprav-
lenie emerged. It turned out that to restore order in the empire it was not 
enough to return to the laws and institutions of Peter the Great; constant 
complaints of subjects regarding unfair trials and a lack of clear and con-
sistent legislation forced the empress to state in the Senate on March 11, 1754 
that: “primarily, before any other matters, it is necessary to create clear laws 
and to start this immediately… because manners and customs change over 
time, that is why a change in laws is also necessary”.70 During the previous 
12 years, the Empress had changed her attitude towards correcting laws. 
Instead of returning to the old ones, she now demanded new laws; but inter-
estingly, there is here an echo of Montesquieu’s ideas about the interrelation 
of manners and laws. Christof Dipper suggests that an important change in 
the understanding of “reform” in France took place due to Montesquieu, 
such that reform became seen as an adaptation of political circumstances 
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to changed temporal conditions. Monarchs must constantly acknowledge 
these changing circumstances and reform their country. At the same time, 
for Montesquieu reform is “a cautious, almost imperceptible process con-
cerning group psyche, aimed at “mœurs et manières”.71

Montesquieu stated that

…when a prince wished to make great changes in his nation, it was nec-
essary to reform by laws that which was established by laws, and that 
he change by manners that which was established by manners; and it 
is very bad policy to change by laws that which must be changed by 
manners.72

He cited Peter I as an example of such bad policy:

The law that obliged Muscovites to cut their beards and shorten their 
clothes, and the violence of Peter I, which limited to the knee the long 
cloaks of those who entered the towns, was tyrannical. … Peter I, lend-
ing the customs and manners of Europe to one European nation, found 
this easier that he had anticipated. The empire of climate is the first 
among all empires. He therefore had no need for laws to change the cus-
toms and manners of his nation; it was sufficient to be inspired by other 
customs and other manners.73

Catherine II had read Montesquieu’s treatise carefully, and Elizabeth seems 
to have learned about it from her favourite Ivan Shuvalov, an admirer of 
the French Enlightenment. For correction, it was not enough to return to 
past correct regulations – new laws were needed, since the subjects and their 
morals have changed. Unpolished and uneducated under Peter I, they now 
became civilised and needed other laws. This idea of a nation’s historical 
development was a new idea for the statesmen of this era, and made them 
think about the impossibility of drafting universal legislation that would 
remain forever afterwards unchanged.

This idea is also clearly present in the February 18, 1762 Manifesto on 
the Nobility’s Liberties, promulgated by Peter III (1761–1762), rendering the 
Russian nobility exempted from compulsory life-long service. On behalf of 
the emperor it was stated that nobles had the right to choose either to serve 
or not because now, thanks to the laws of Peter the Great, there was wide-
spread education and correct manners:

We gladly note… [that] manners have been improved; knowledge has 
replaced illiteracy… noble thoughts have penetrated the hearts of all 
true Russian patriots who have revealed toward Us their unlimited de-
votion, love, zeal, and fervour. Because of all these reasons We judge it 
to be no longer necessary to compel nobles into service, as has been the 
practice hitherto.74
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That is, the change in the manners of the nobility led to the need to grant 
new rights and broad privileges to subjects.

The same idea, that first we need a moral transformation, and then 
change in laws will follow, was shared by the wife of Peter III, who removed 
her husband from the throne in June 1762 and had to legitimate her long 
reign through her great deeds for the “common good” of her loyal subjects. 
Like Elizabeth, Catherine II used the image of Peter the Great, she also 
declares a return to his institutions and laws;75 she told the Prince de Ligne 
that she always mentally asked the question – what Peter the Great “would 
have done, if he were in my place?”76 However, for Catherine II the idea was 
not to return to Peter’s principles, but to Montesquieu’s idea of a gradual 
correction of morals, later followed by innovations in legislation.

We are already familiar with Panin’s remarks about “changes”. It should 
be noted that Catherine II generally shared this position of her first minister. 
In the 1780s, reviewing her time on the throne in letters to Melchior Grimm, 
she never used the word reform or transformation, speaking only of correc-
tions and improvements, or new institutions created by her to strengthen 
the existing order. For example, in 1787, having learnt about the Assemblée 
des notables in France, she remembered her Legislative Commission (1767–
1768), and described her goals in the following way:

… my assembly of deputies turned out to be successful, because I told 
them: There these are my principles. Now please tell me your com-
plaints. Where do your shoes pinch? Well, let us put that right. I have no 
kind of system; I want only the common good, it is my own.77

The metaphor of the tight shoe is not accidental; the sovereign must improve 
the existing shoes, but not offer new shoes instead of old ones every time. 
In this sense Catherine II defined herself as an improver. In her Instruc-
tions (Nakaz) to the Legislative Commission she argued, for example, that 
“A great Number of Slaves ought not to be in-franchised [i.e. emancipated] 
all at once, nor by a general Law” (article 260); first it is necessary to provide 
serfs with property and establish precise standards for work and wages (261, 
270), then accustom landlords to the idea that free peasants will be more 
interested in increasing the productivity of their land and household, and 
therefore will bring more income to landowners and the state (295–297). 
And then, in future, it might be assumed that landowners, on the basis of 
personal agreements with peasants, would be able to free them.78 Liberation 
would be a private matter for landowners and peasants, the sovereign need 
only create the conditions for gradual changes and a movement towards this 
goal. After Denis Diderot’s death, having learnt about his harsh remarks 
about her Instructions (Nakaz), the Empress wrote to Grimm:

… if my Instruction was to Diderot’s taste it would turn everything up-
side down. However I maintain that my Instruction was not only good, 
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but perfect and well suited to the circumstances, because in the eighteen 
years it has existed not only has it done no harm at all, but also that all 
the good that it produced and that is generally recognised comes from 
the principles established by this Instruction.79

According to Catherine, the monarch-legislator should create laws that 
correspond to existing circumstances, but not make drastic and total 
changes. “Changes are harmful to the state”, Catherine could repeat after 
Count Panin.

During Catherine’s era, the image of Peter I serves as an ideal states-
man, for both Catherine II and those of her critics who were sceptical of 
her “improvements”. In particular, criticism of Catherine’s actions was ex-
pressed in the 1780s by Nikita Panin and his court party which, in addition 
to his relatives (Panins, Kurakins, Repnins), included Panin’s secretary, a 
talented dramatist and writer, Denis Fonvizin. Describing the intellectual 
position of the “reformer” Panin and his group, David Rancel identified it 
precisely with the term starodumstvo (literary “old-thought”, more precisely 
“old-fashioned moral virtue”), after the main character in the Fonvisin 
comedy Nederosl’ (The Minor, 1782) – Starodum (Old-thinker). Reporting 
the basic ideals of starodumstvo, Rancel says:

Since the monarch and his court set the tone for society, corruption 
spread outward from the center.80 After Peter’s death, starodumstvo im-
plied, a general decline in moral values set in…. As a result, the state was 
turning into an unfeeling monster, trampling on honor, justice, and per-
sonal integrity in the interests of preserving the privileges of its crooked 
and unqualified agents…. Since these derived from the corrosive effects 
of absolute power, the monarch should understand that it was not only 
his duty but his interest to institute fundamental laws setting limits to 
the exercise of autocratic power. … starodumstvo stayed strictly within 
the Enlightenment approach of persuasion, education, and gradualism. 
It placed the onus for reform on the monarch himself, appealing to him 
with a blend of arguments culled from Christian morality, natural law 
theory, and simple common sense, philosophically based in a kind of 
vulgar deism.81

Montesquieu’s idea of a relation between morals and the purpose of “re-
forms” becomes obvious in the comedy The Minor: people appear to be 
victims of their own vices, “because all human beings possessed the germ 
of evil”. This is the cause of zlonravie (bad “mœurs”), which is a conse-
quence of lack of education, and education led the noble people to blag-
onravie (“honneur” in the sense of Montesquieu), but and the sovereign 
must correct these evils, and not necessarily with the help of laws and in-
stitutions. The dialogue of two positive characters in Fonvizin’s comedy 
demonstrates this:
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Pravdin. Human misfortunes, of course, occur due to their own corrup-
tion; but the ways to make people kind…

Starodum. …they are in the hands of the sovereign. Everyone sees 
that without good behaviour no one can climb the career ladder; that 
no seniority and no money can buy what is rewarded with merit; that 
people are chosen for positions, not positions stolen by people – then 
everyone sees the advantage of his good behaviour and everyone be-
comes good.82

The monarch’s purpose is to correct the morals of his subjects only through 
self-correction; so the monarch should be a role model for his subjects.83 
This is not much different from the theory of assimilation to Christ, only 
that the God-man image is replaced by the enlightened monarch, serving as 
a model of virtues. Indeed, Panin’s ideals were rooted in the past, and the 
goals of his “reforms” were limited by the establishment of the power of the 
nobility – implying educated and well-bred aristocrats who were meant to 
rule the empire and maintain the administrative building. Therefore, Panin 
and his contemporaries cannot be regarded as reformers in the image of  lib-
eral enlightened bureaucrats of the nineteenth century; they had completely 
different goals, ideals and concepts.84

The letter of Count Semyon Vorontsov to Fyodor Rostopchin reproduces 
Nikita Panin’s typical attitude to reform 30 years later, after the French 
Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars. Brought up at the court of Elisabeth 
Petrovna, having lived most of his active life under Catherine II, Count Vo-
rontsov in 1814 pinned all his hopes on the Emperor Alexander I, who, af-
ter the defeat of Napoleon, had to return to Russia and carry out reforms 
that Vorontsov presented not as the harmful innovations and inventions of 
his advisers, but as a return to the correct principles of Peter the Great. In 
this respect the old Russian aristocrat fully expressed the idea of a political 
reform as the restoration of the previous order, which he acquired in the 
middle of the eighteenth century:

It should be hoped that he [the Emperor] will feel that the time has come 
to restore order and establish justice in his own country, which will per-
ish if he does not restore order and recover everything as it was from 
the moment the Senate was established by Peter the Great until the first 
year of the deceased Empress’s reign [Catherine II]. She started to in-
novate; Her son [Paul I] turned everything upside down, not putting in 
place anything he had demolished; and her grandson [Alexander I] had 
the misfortune of being surrounded by figures who, full of pride and 
vanity, considered themselves superior to the great founder of the Rus-
sian Empire. These gentlemen began to work on poor Russia, and new 
laws were issued every day; these gentlemen have become law-making 
machines; they only did this, with the speed of their ignorance and fri-
volity. These prescriptions were based on hypothetical representations 
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of their imagination and on what they read but poorly understood; these 
were the experiments they wanted to do with poor Russia. They did not 
know that experiments are good only in physics and chemistry, but may 
turn fatal in jurisprudence, administration and political economy.85

This quote proves that Semyon Vorontsov, calling for corrections and im-
provements in Russia, insisted on returning to the correct institutions of 
Peter I and refused to accept any innovations, which were seen as harmful. 
This statement precisely depicts the understanding of the “reform” in Rus-
sia in the eighteenth century. Sophisticated planning, divorced from life and 
experience, appears to be the unrealisable dreams of “projectors”. This can-
not be regarded as a reform, since “reform” is the restoration of order, the 
correction of what is faulty, the improving of manners and morals, and only 
after this improving legislation; and thoughtful innovation always appears 
only as part of the caution renovation.

Conclusion

The rhetoric and practice of ispravlenie (correction, improvement) that ex-
isted in the eighteenth-century Russia had little in common with the mod-
ern concept of reform, formed in the middle of the nineteenth century. The 
traditional understanding of reform as (1) restoration of the old regular (is-
pravnyi) order, or (2) rising (through imitation) to the proper ideal model 
(whether it is the image of the God-man or the laws and manners of the 
“regular European nations”) – prevailed until the middle of the eighteenth 
century, when joined by (3) the concept of needful coherence of manners 
and laws, which requires the ruler to bring about constant changes due to 
the moral changes in his subjects over time. But in this new meaning reform 
can have a dual meaning: on the one hand, the sovereign is obliged to reform 
morals carefully, serving as an ideal model for his subjects and pursuing a 
policy aimed at encouraging the well-behaved and worthy ones; and on the 
other hand, the very change in manners should lead to the introduction of 
new legislation appropriate to the updated situation. However, such reform 
is always aimed at changing people’s behaviour and manners, not institu-
tions, which are always secondary to people.

Russian historians of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries could not 
therefore find any exact plan of institutional reforms, either from Peter I 
or from Catherine II, but they nevertheless treated them as reformers. But 
these “reforms” of the eighteenth century lacked any sense of the planning 
and systematisation with which progressive nineteenth-century reform was 
associated. Historians reconstructed the plans of Peter I and Catherine II 
according to their own frequently anachronistic conceptions of reform, de-
signed according to the patterns of reformism of the nineteenth century.

In the eyes of his contemporaries, Peter the Great was not a reformer, but 
the sotvoritel’ (creator) or ustroitel’ (arranger, improver)86 of a new kingdom, 
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following the models of the old European regular states, while his successors 
tried to restore the correct order that this Pater Patriae had established. Cath-
erine II and her associates attempted to improve the morals and manners of 
their subjects, certain that “the legitimisation for being kind does not fit into 
any chapter of the Ustav Blagochinia (Police Ordinance)”; they acted slowly 
and cautiously, primarily focused upon administrative and estate legislation. 
In this respect they saw themselves first of all as “reformers of morals”.
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